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Abstract: Paper deals with the design of the model of hybrid threats and cyber deception platform and solution for cyber threat detection. National networks face a broad range of cyber threats. It includes advanced and persistent peril that can evade commercially available detection tools and defeat generic security measures. Cyber attacks are becoming more intense and complex as they reflect an increasing level of sophistication, e. g. by advanced persistent threat (APT) activity. This environment of menace is of a global nature when transcending geographic boundaries and characterized by the emerging development of offensive cyber capabilities that are an inherent part of conflicts. Deception methods and techniques are being successfully employed by attackers to breach networks and remain undetected in the physical and in the virtual worlds. However, in the world of cyber security, deception as a tactic and element of a more robust defensive strategy has been still largely underexploited. The broad concepts of deception within cyber security were introduced decades ago. Still, these were technological solutions focused on providing technical capabilities to distract, mislead or misdirect the attacker. Only recently has the focus shifted on to how to shape the attackers’ sense-making of what is happening as they illegitimately explore networks. In this way, Cyber Deception nowadays provides an opportunity to scare, deter, and retaliate against those that violate organizations’ systems. In connection with the foregoing authors created and presented the novel model of hybrid threats in hybrid warfare as a combination of multiple conventional and unconventional tools of warfare. Authors investigate the cyber deception platform and industrial model and solution for threat detection using deception-based methods.
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1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to construct new Hybrid Threats Model and investigate the cyber deception platform and industrial model and solution for threat detection using deception-based methods.

Our online dependency is going to strongly influence the security of the society. In light of the introduced trends, data integrity, privacy, data security, individual safety and even public safety can be threatened [18]. To summarize, the spread of connected devices and the growing influence of the cyberspace on our life will make it necessary to improve the protection of safety and security [17]. A cyber attack is an act or action initiated in cyberspace to disrupt, deny, degrade or destroy by compromising communication, information and other electronic systems, or the information that is stored, processed or transmitted on these systems. Cyber Defense is the means to achieve and execute defensive measures to counter cyber threats and mitigate their effects, and thus preserve and restore the security of communications, information or other electronic systems, or the information that is stored, processed or transmitted on these systems [12]. Global security depends on international stability and global prosperity. The fast-paced development and spread of technology and communications have enabled new means of influence and coercion. Adversaries continuously operate below the threshold of armed conflict. Extending one’s influence without resorting to physical action is the “new normal”. It is possible to provoke and intimidate citizens and organizations without fear of legal or military consequences. The constraints under which the member nations have chosen to operate in cyberspace, which include the adoption of a traditionally high threshold for response to adversarial activity, are well known. This insight may be used to exploit dependencies and vulnerabilities in cyberspace; systems, processes and values [20, 26]. Aims of these actions include to weaken democratic institutions and gain economic, diplomatic and military advantages. Ensuring common defense and security is the ultimate objective to be sustained by its core activities, and that large-scale or irregular armed conflict or hybrid war is an undesirable aspect of international relations. We are living in a world of competition and conflict, in which adversaries are positioning their other elements of power (political/social, diplomatic and economic) in such a way that they have a clear advantage. If the way of positioning ourselves before any existing conflict does not grant us freedom of movement and sometimes information superiority, we may not be able to survive. The tendency to clearly divide areas of expertise such as cyberspace, electronic warfare, signals intelligence etc. [22, 23], and treat them separately may prevent from having a broader view and realizing that being shaped by the adversary’s intent. Cyber Deception exploits technical assets such as honeypots and honeytokens to spy on and manipulate the activities of a network attacker [13, 32]. Honeypots are effective precisely because attackers do not know if they are there and where they will be. However, honeypots are also a controversial technique; they essentially bait and capture intruders skirting the fine line between keeping attackers out of a network versus inviting them in [31]. We look at Cyber Deception in a national defense context across the five layers of cyberspace (Figure 1); from the physical through to the persona layers. The current practice should be explored and expand the scope of this rapidly developing new area. Cyber Deception is tipped to be one of the biggest
growing sectors of Cyber Defense and Security in the coming years. There is a fundamental difference between how deception-based mechanisms work in contrast to traditional security controls. Deception-based techniques provide significant advantages over traditional security controls [25, 27]. Cyber deception considers trends and developments in deception technologies, threat hunting, analysis, and sensor capabilities, evolving tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) of hostile attackers and explores the contribution that it can make to defeat them as well as additional opportunities for capability enhancements in the near-term [6].

Section 2 deals with basic notions on hybrid threats and Cyber Deception Technology. Section 3 explains Hybrid Threats Model, including convergence between Cyberoperations and Electronic Warfare. Case study on Deception based Defense Platform Design is described in Section 4. Conclusive last section reveals benefits which can be achieved by application of proposed concept. The approach itself is open for enlargement, dynamic adjustments and extensions needed to fulfill business and cybersecurity system needs.
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### 2 Basic Notions on Hybrid Threats and Cyber Deception Technology

A cyber attack can be invisible, asymmetric, multi-role, deniable, global/instantaneous and a complete doctrine changer when the attacker has the advantage, which makes it an ideal toolset for big and small actors alike. A wide variety of parties (actors) are active in cyberspace, including own forces, allied forces, neutrals and adversaries. A range of the actors can be classified as threats, actual or potential:

- Nation-states: nation-states are well-resourced actors that are characterized by geopolitical-, economic- and/or military motivations. They are capable of launching enduring and/or sophisticated attacks, often for intelligence and/or sabotage purpose. Nation-states often work through proxies.
• State-proxies: state-proxies are private organizations and/or institutions that are sponsored and supported by a government to help that government to achieve its geopolitical, economic or military objectives.

• Cyber terrorists: groups of people or individuals who attack or influence networks, systems and information, especially against civilians, to spread terror or in the pursuit of political aims.

• Cyber criminals: criminal groups driven by profits. They are typically looking for personally identifiable information (PII), critical digital resources to hijack for ransom or lucrative ways to conduct their classic criminal business online.

• Hacktivists: individuals who adhere to a specific cause and set up attacks to distribute propaganda or to damage organizations to which they are opposed.

• Insider threats: individuals from within the own organization who misuse privileges and resources accidentally or on purpose (e.g. disgruntled employees).

Overlaps may exist between different categories of threat actors as particular actors may choose to employ other categories as proxies. Extensive reuse of TTPs by different types of threat actors renders the distinguishing of categories by this means a hazardous proposition [14]. This paper aims to construct the novel model of hybrid threats as well as to investigate actions for cybersecurity and cyber defense in conditions of increasing challenge of cyber attacks and the limited capabilities to respond to this threat. Secondly, the aim is to describe the platform and solution for threat detection using deception-based methods putting it into the context of the aforementioned developed model. Deception Technology was one of the most researched hot topics in 2019, only second to Zero Trust. Analysts have also increased their coverage and endorsement of cyber deception as a foundational threat detection solution for organizations of all sizes. Deception has materially changed in its capabilities as well as operational efficiency over the last decade. It is now a far cry from the original honeypot [3].

In comparison with the newest related work in the area related to security operations technologies and services innovations aiming to help security and risk management leaders enhance their strategy [5, 16], our paper originality lays in investigation of the cyber deception platform and industrial model and solution for threat detection using deception based methods, within the Hybrid Threats Model.

2.1 Hybrid Threats

New information technologies have reduced appreciably the distance – physical, temporal, and informational – between the troops and their superiors. Remote engagement of the enemy ‘at arm’s length’ is turning into the principal tactic to achieve the goals of combat action or operation. Adversary targets are now attacked at any point of enemy territory. Differences between strategic, operational, and tactical actions, and between offense and defense are leveling off. High-precision weapons are used on a growing scale. Weapons based on new physical principles and robot-controlled systems are going into service in large quantities [9]. The rapid devel-
Development of information technologies in the late 20\textsuperscript{th} and early 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries, and widespread use of information in society and the leading countries’ armed forces have changed significantly nature, methods, and techniques used by state and government political and economic agencies, affected social relationships and the nature, methods, and techniques of military operations, and created new information threats and challenges [10]. Characteristics of hybrid threats are [15]:

- Coordinated and synchronized,
- Deliberately target democratic states’ and institutions’ systemic vulnerabilities,
- Use a wide range of means,
- Exploit the threshold of detection and attribution as well as the border between war and peace,
- Aim to influence different forms of decision making at the local (regional), state, or institutional level.

Hybrid Warfare is a combination of multiple conventional and unconventional tools of warfare (Figure 2) [15].
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**Figure 2**
Hybrid Warfare

### 2.2 Cyber Deception Technology

Cyber defense focuses on preventing, detecting and providing timely responses to attacks or threats so that no infrastructure or information is tampered with. Security operations technologies and services defend information technology (IT) systems from attack through the identification of threats and exposure to vulnerability, enabling effective response and remediation [21, 28, 29, 30]. The innovations included here aim to help security and risk management leaders enhance their strategy. The
focus of Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Security Operations 2020 report’s approach to deception is an organization’s readiness for deception [5, 16]. The next three paragraphs explain the following terms in connection with cybersecurity: Security leaders, Data points and Maturity.

Security Leaders. It will prove to be an impossible task for any leadership team to be confident that their current security control set allows them to be prepared for every eventuality. More importantly, leadership teams need to try and deliver cyber resilience and keep systems operational. Therefore, being able to detect threats on its own may not be enough. Detection and prevention need to be fused together to deliver operational resilience. The key here is not to spend the security budget entirely on detection but to think about being able to detect attack vectors well before they get anywhere near your networks. This is referenced in the Gartner report as “intelligent business-driven decisions”. The challenge for security leaders is how to get to the point whereby they are empowered to make those types of decisions. To make the right decision the correct data points are needed.

Data points. For data points to empower decision making, they need to possess a number of key characteristics. The data points must be contextualized, relevant, timely and have a very low operational overhead to generate and process. Deception technology and security tools can produce these types of data sets in an automated manner, delivering the right data at the right time, thus empowering decision making that is business-centric and intelligent. Most importantly, we do not have to wait to detect the attackers once they are inside our network and impacting our operational processes. Having the ability to deploy deception campaigns beyond our network perimeter (including cloud or a hybrid infrastructure) empowers us to get ahead of our adversaries. Understanding what tactics, techniques and procedures are being used against the organization’s TTPs will enable a preventative posture to be adopted by leadership teams. There’s a need to collect the correct data sets on attackers that enable to detect them whilst they are trying to breach an organization’s network and not after the event.

Maturity. It all sounds like the kind of activity that the very large global organizations would be undertaking because they have the resources that allow them to think about and execute intelligent business-driven security operations. In the Hype Cycle Report, it is made clear that organizations of all security maturity should be examining the value that deception can bring them – allowing them to fuse prevention and detection into a fully strategic security operations model. The next three paragraphs describe Low, Medium and High Maturity organizations levels. For each maturity level, the key strategic benefits of deception technology should be defined.

Low maturity organizations. Those that are defined as not being capable of managing solutions such as Security Information and Event Management technologies (SIEMs) due to a lack of resources. This type of organizations would benefit enormously from deception technology. The Cyber Deception Platform not only scales seamlessly but the scarcity of false positives and high fidelity of alerts powerfully remediates the pain points commonly suffered by such organizations. But it does much more than remediate paint points; it enables powerful new functionalities such as the ability to generate threat intelligence that is specific to such organizations and fully correlated and contextualized. Pivot away from simple detection and into prevention and actionable intelligence.
Medium-Maturity Organizations. Defined as organizations that may already have SIEM and Endpoint Detection and Response as an emerging technology that addresses the need for continuous monitoring and response to advanced threats (EDR) type technologies. The cost in terms of time and resources can make leveraging such technology to deliver preventive security very difficult. EDR is also up against a number of different techniques that can circumvent it, such as process hollowing. To mitigate these pain points, deception technologies can provide a different means of detecting the attackers, by forcing the attackers to be right all of the time instead of those that are defending the network. There is a possibility to turn the probability of detecting an attacker in an organization’s favor by forcing him into impossible choices. The solution that allows to pivot away from detection into prevention by allowing an organization to deploy campaigns that enable it to map and correlate attackers well before they get anywhere near the organization’s network is needed. Fusing together detection and prevention into a single platform allows us to develop a defense-in-depth strategy that is coherent and forward-thinking.

High-maturity organizations. According to the report, may want to use deception technology in a number of different situations, such as in operational environments Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Operational Technology (OT), where traditional security toolsets are not a viable option. In addition to this, the report states that deception technology can generate local threat intelligence. Mature security organizations use deception technology to actively collect data points on different types of threat vectors and actors that are looking to target them. Rather than wait for attackers to get inside the network, organizations have to map adversary behavior to draw out not only TTPs but also the strategic objectives of the threat actors. Understanding both data sets allows an organization to understand if currently deployed security controls would be effective against attackers with these particular strategic objectives in mind. With the cyber deception platform, multiple campaigns can be created and automated, allowing an organization to create intelligence-led deception campaigns that allow an organization to gather the intelligence they need to empower themselves and to make “intelligent business-driven decisions” [16]. The question is not if the organizations are mature enough for deception, but: if they want to make “intelligent business-driven decisions”. If the answer is yes, then they have to leverage the power of cyber deception to empower the organization. Intelligence-led decisions will not only create a more cohesive security strategy, but it will drive down risk and the costs associated with those risks if they were ever to materialize [9].

3 Hybrid Threats Model

This Section, first of all, deals with Convergence between Cyberoperations and Electronic Warfare, given in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2, New Generation War concept is explained. Section 3.3 explains such a terms as Identified Knowledge, Identified Risk and Unidentified Risk as qualitative approach to threats and risk identification and classification. In the last Section (3.4), some directions on further development of cyber deception are elaborated.
3.1 Convergence between Cyberoperations and Electronic Warfare

Communications and Information Systems (CIS) and weapon systems must face an increasing number of cyber-attacks using the Electro-Magnetic Spectrum (EMS) as a component of the kill chain. Moreover, a combination of cyber activities and Electronic Warfare (EW) are proliferating and tend to lessen systems’ resilience to an unacceptable level. Therefore, cyber defensive operations have to integrate EMS comprehension and dominance as a key factor. Exploring similarities and differences between cyber and EW is yet necessary to strengthen detection and remediation of offensive Cyber Electro-Magnetic Activities (CEMA), and contribute to developing defensive CEMA schemes.

Cyberspace defensive operations can benefit from EW techniques when the electromagnetic spectrum is used as a vehicle for a cyber-attack. For example, active electronic scanned array (AESA) radars (which allow thousands of radio beams to transmit at once) and software-defined radios (which transform how a radio wave is transmitted) can rely on computer systems to manage their exposure to spectrum operations. The software can help shape how these radars and radios transmit, potentially making it difficult for an adversary to either detect jam or attack their transmissions. Changes to the software can easily transform a radar or radio from a receiver to a transmitter. Having small, adjustable arrays allows AESA radars, in particular, to focus small beams of radio energy on potential targets.

Electronic warfare is part of Electro-Magnetic Spectrum Operation. Spectrum Management Operations (SMO) mission is to manage the administrative, engineering and operation of the electromagnetic spectrum. Electronic warfare can also be defined in missions (such as support measures or countermeasures), which contain several objectives of actions.

We can define the following activities that would be part of cyber operations:

- offensive cyber operations (OCO);
- defensive cyber operations (DCO) (including active defense);
- cyber intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (cyber ISR); and
- cyber operational preparation of the environment (cyber OPE).

The convergence between cyber and EW is defined as the synchronization and coordination of offensive, defensive, inform and enabling activities, across the electromagnetic environment and cyberspace – CEMA (Cyber and Electro-Magnetic Activities).

Cyberspace can be described with the following properties:

- Bilateral Human and network engagement,
- Hyperconnectivity and networking,
- No geographical boundaries,
- Not owned or controlled by governments, but by commercial entities.
3.2 New Generation War

Cyber threats are multi-faceted and rapidly evolving. A military commander needs a cyber decision support system tailored to the mission to react quickly and assign tasks to subordinate units. Impact assessment and risk management are essential parts to evaluate the cyber situation and to offer remediation as part of a mitigation plan [7].

Exploring similarities and differences between cyber operations and Electronic Warfare we can notice that Electronic Warfare and Cyberspace are interdependent because as Electromagnetic spectrum is used as a medium for Cyberspace in a similar manner. Cyberspace can have an impact on Electromagnetic systems which are vital for military operations. The main challenges of conflicts where cyber-attacks are involved, affect all military domains. Digitalization provides opportunities but also new risks for cyber-attacks. With respect to the strategic and tactical planning, the biggest problem lies in attribution, i.e. finding out who carried out a cyber-attack. Attribution is vital when it comes to actions of retaliation against another nation-state and possibly engagement in a cyberwar. A malicious attack can easily be spoofed therefore disguise its actual origin, making it nearly impossible to trace back to the original source. This reality fosters covert cyber operations and becomes vital for cybercrime and cyberwar. In order to avoid international misinterpretations and retaliation against possibly innocent countries, it is necessary to develop an international system of order for the cyber world. The probability of starting a cyber war based on a misunderstanding and, or pre-emptive retaliation based on missing information, against an innocent actor, is high in the current unregulated cyber world that is directly connected to our future IoT (Internet of things) and our military IoBT (Internet of battle things) [7, 33].

3.3 Identified Knowledge, Identified Risk and Unidentified Risk as qualitative approach to threats and risk identification and classification

Although unknown unknowns may be unidentifiable, they might be presumed likely in some component of the system. A likely event cannot be thought to be unknown unknown because it is already identified, but its consequence may fall into the category of unknown unknowns. The occurrence of an event like a natural disaster may be forecasted easily, but its impact is not easy to predict or estimate because of knock-on effects. Despite that project risk management acts as “forward-looking radar” it is not possible to identify all risks in advance, in part for the following reasons [11]:

- Some risks are inherently unknowable.
- Some risks are time-dependent.
- Some risks are progress-dependent.
- Some risks are response-dependent.

A typical classification of risks is based on the level of knowledge about a risk event’s occurrence (either known or unknown) and the level of knowledge about its
impact (either known or unknown). This leads to four possibilities:

- Known–knowns (knowledge),
- Unknown–knowns (impact is unknown but existence is known, i.e., untapped knowledge)
- Known–unknowns (risks) and
- Unknown–unknowns (unfathomable uncertainty) [4].

The proposed model modifies and extends these categories to incorporate insights and explain how to use the model to identify hidden uncertainties and shows how recent catastrophes can be mapped to the model. Table 1 [11] shows a schematic structure of the risk categorization. In this table, the model categorizes events by “identification” and “certainty”.

In this matrix, if the nature of an event is certain, it is more like a fact or knowledge. It could be what we already know, i.e., known known, or what we don’t know yet, i.e., unknown known. If the nature of an event is uncertain, the occurrence can be uncertain, i.e., the probability of occurrence is less than 1, and the impact can be uncertain as well. For example, a hurricane has two basic uncertainties. One is a track, represented by the chance of landfall, and the other one is intensity, represented by wind speed or hurricane category. If either one of occurrence or impact is uncertain, that event is considered to be uncertain. Often, people know the identity of an uncertain event, which means known unknown. Sometimes, people even don’t know what that is, which means “unknown unknown”. Most natural disasters are uncertain events, but people already know what they are.

Once identified, an unknown unknown is converted to a known unknown and moved to the quadrant at the right top in this matrix. Converting unknown unknowns to known unknowns means reducing the number of unidentified uncertainties even though we don’t know how many of them are still remaining unidentified. The more unknown unknowns are identified, the less chance a project will have to be affected by a surprise [8, 11].

### 3.4 Further Development of Cyber Deception

Following the establishment of UK National Cyber Deception Laboratory (NCDL) as a non-profit entity will bring together a unique range of internationally renowned practitioners and researchers in the field of Cyber Deception across government,
academia and industry. By building on this existing foundation NCDL aims to create an environment that catalyzes imaginative and innovative cyber deception research. Cranfield University, in partnership with the UK Defense Cyber School, will support the establishment of the NCDL which will facilitate, encourage and promote a world-class portfolio of research activity, and provide advice across the full spectrum of cyber deception operations. In particular, NCDL will conduct research aimed at exploring concepts within each of the following themes:

• Cyber Deception in the context of national defense and security,
• Denying attackers the freedom to operate within organizations’ networks,
• Cyber Deception as an effective means of manoeuvre in cyberspace,
• Communicating intent to aggressively defend,
• Deterring Cyber attacks,
• Shaping the behavior of cyber attackers,
• The layered approach to defensive cyber operations,
• Developing the means to exploit cyberspace to the best advantage,
• Moving Cyber Defense on to the front foot.

4 Case Study

One reason for the bump of deception technologies is the typically low signal-to-noise ratio of traditional enterprise security systems, which disposed tons of data and not nearly enough meaningful, actionable priorities. Attivo’s platform is designed to do the aforementioned while touching on important use cases for detection, verification, vulnerability management and analysis, controls and automation, and anti-malware. The method is to see and recognize critical behavioral signals among gobs of noise. The expectation is that network-based deception technologies will continue to rise in terms of relevance as a key adjunct to broad-based layered security, certainly in key verticals, and perhaps extending over the longer term to mainstream use.

4.1 Deception-based Defense Platform Design

Sometimes is heard that defensive security technologies need to adapt and play some offense, too. Offensive security includes capabilities and orientation to see and process intelligence and target opportunity data in the manner of an attacker. Target analysis is the focus of penetration testing, vulnerability management and attack simulators – each an area of intensified product and service innovation in recent years. Attack surface area has been broadly elevated to blatant conceptual risk, and technologies such as micro-perimeters can reduce and obfuscate application target profiles to very low levels. Network and endpoint targets are getting an upgrade as well, with deception technologies converting attacker data for active defense use
cases. Lack of dedication to improving contextual intelligence and work prioritization has come to the surface in the dialogue between customers and vendors. Vendors can look over customers’ shoulders and see a range of underutilized commercial so-called ‘solutions’ – perhaps even their own. Deception technologies have evolved from honeypots and honeynets and are now mainstream in spots, such as a sandbox capability to overcome malware’s resistance to emulation [2].

4.1.1 Example 1

Product. Attivo characterizes the market opportunity for its ThreatMatrix platform as one of continuous threat management, geared to early and high-efficacy detection, verification, and response to advanced external and internal threats. Deploys out of band using a switch trunk port; components emphasize a lightweight yet comprehensive presence, authentic and dynamic behavioral deception, early and accurate detection capabilities, and scalability. Competes roughly equally, we would say, on the basis of deception realism, detection accuracy and comprehensive capabilities. By its nature, post-breach deception technology has to be able to detect and inform on attacks that were able to overcome other defenses. ThreatMatrix for detection and tracking is designed and indicates that customers derive strong value from their ability to follow, in a safe environment, attack steps and lifecycles, including lateral movement, privilege escalation, polymorphic obfuscation, and time-triggered strategies. The ThreatMatrix platform includes BOTsink engagement servers and decoys, ThreatStrike endpoint deception suite, ThreatPath for attack path vulnerability assessment, and Central Manager for larger deployments and threat intelligence. An approach to deception is designed to facilitate simulation of user networks, endpoints, data center and cloud environments, industrial control systems, IoT and point-of-sale environments. Out-of-the-box integrations with major perimeter, endpoint and SIEM vendors facilitate automated blocking and quarantine of attacks based on ThreatMatrix detection and analysis. An additional console (ThreatOps, in development) will add bidirectional controls to bring Attivo’s detection and verification capabilities to a wider security operations footprint, including attack intelligence sharing, playbook enhancements, attack scoring and threat hunting. BOTsink appliances and cloud instances are available in two sizes, depending on the number of virtual local area networks (VLANs) supported. ThreatStrike deception objects may include credentials, browser cookies, ransomware bait with attacker engagement and file detainment, and email phishing (ribbon bar) icons for users to submit suspicious messages for analysis. The suite includes an endpoint device. ThreatPath calculates potential vulnerabilities associated with misconfigurations and misused credentials and is priced by an endpoint, and complements adversary tracker, which indicates attacker movement and associated timelines. Management reports good trajectories for average deal size and renewals; service terms are typically twelve months, but occasionally run to multiyear.

Technology. Deception and other simulation technologies meet a growing need for advanced behavioral-driven detection and analysis to improve, if not change, traditional network security, and not merely perimeter-based weaknesses. Deception is but one example of simulation technique applied to cybersecurity challenges; security vendors leveraging simulation for a range of use cases may be on the cusp
of breaking into wider view. Deception technology platforms have evolved from honeypots and honeynets to encompass a cross-section of techniques, including detection through simulation (i.e., deception), sandboxing, attack verification, attacker surveillance through engagement, automation, forensic analysis, and increasingly wider assimilation with production environments. BOTsink engagement (deception) server hosts the company’s core Multi-Correlation Detection Engine (MCDE), which includes a network sandbox. Management contends that the design approach for MCDE provides for not only high-fidelity attack verification and drill-down inspection, but also vital integration with incident response activities, including forensics, compliance (e.g., chain of custody) and automation. The company indicates that some customers are also using MCDE to ingest artifacts from other sensors and detection systems. MCDE analytic output (including IOC, PCAP, STIX, CSV formats) can be viewed through Threat Intelligence Dashboard or SIEM consoles and used by prevention, isolation, or remediation workflow systems. Components of a comprehensive deception setup include an engagement server and a diverse set of decoy lures (typically virtual machines) running over real OS instances, including network services, endpoints, credentials, data and file shares, servers, cloud environments and applications. Realism in decoy targets is critical and includes attributes such as golden images of customized environments, currency and logical proximity to actual targets, and protection with similar fortifications. Recently introduced Camouflage is a branded framework for authenticity through dynamic behavioral deception, and it underscores the company’s targeted edge in terms of breadth and depth for the platform’s lures. Camouflage updates in field trials include automated self-learning for disparate environments, and continuous post engagement bait freshening (i.e., decoy respins) to avoid attacker fingerprinting and evasion [2].

4.1.2 Example 2

Innovation in threat detection. Detection using deception-based methods provides the innovation required to non-disruptively evolve to an Active Defense security posture. By placing a detection net over endpoints or by deploying a fabric of decoy-based detection throughout the network stack, companies can achieve efficient detection for every threat vector, early in the life-cycle of an attack. Deception uses a mix of high-interaction decoys, lures, and misdirections to deceive attackers into revealing themselves, quickly alerting on and identifying the lateral movement of threats that have evaded other security controls (Figure 3) [2]. These solutions are proactively uncovering and responding to external, internal, and third-party threat actors. Organizations of all security maturity levels are aggressively adopting these technologies to mitigate risks related to employee credential theft, data exfiltration, ransomware, crypto-mining, and attacks that try to disrupt services or impact public safety. The accuracy and ease of use of this detection method have been a significant driver in its adoption and wide-spread deployment [2].

Solution. The ThreatDefend® Detection and Response Platform uses endpoint lures, misdirections, and high-interaction deception decoys that provide early visibility into in-network threats, efficient continuous threat management, and acceler-
The ThreatDefend platform, recognized as the industry’s most comprehensive in-network detection solution provides a detection fabric for cloud, network, endpoint, application, data/database, and Active Directory decoys and is highly effective in detecting threats from virtually all vectors such as APTs, stolen credentials, Man-in-the-Middle, Active Directory, ransomware, port knocking and more. These deceptions can deploy within all types of networks, including endpoints, user networks, server, data center, ROBO, cloud, and specialty environments such as IoT, SCADA, POS, SWIFT, infrastructure, and telecommunications (Figure 4).

The ThreatDefend Deception Platform creates an active defense against cyber threats. It includes the BOTsink® deception servers for decoys, the Informer dashboard for displaying gathered threat intelligence, as well as the ThreatOps® incident response orchestration playbooks; and the Endpoint Detection Net suite, composed of the ThreatStrike® endpoint module, ThreatPath® for attack path visibility, and ADSecure for Active Directory defense. The ThreatDirect deception forwarders support remote and segmented networks, while the Central Manager (ACM) for BOTsink and the Endpoint Detection Manager for EDN deployments add enterprise-wide deception fabric management.

Detection and attack path visibility. The platform provides unparalleled visibility into threats inside the network and attacker lateral movements and tactics. The platform detects advanced threats propagating throughout the network by laying strategic decoys and lures to deceive, detect, and defend against attacks as they scan network clients, servers, and services to target and seek to harvest credentials. Lures and decoys work together to attract and detect attackers in real-time, raising evidence-based alerts while actively engaging with them so that the platform can safely analyze their lateral movement and actions. For attacker believability, the decoy systems mirror-match production assets by running real operating systems, full services, and applications, along with the ability to customize the environment by importing the organization’s golden images and applications. As a result, the platform creates environment designed to redirect attackers away from company assets. Machine learning prepares and deploys the decoys, keeping the network and endpoint deceptions fresh and making ongoing maintenance easy.
To increase decoy authenticity and for visibility into attempts to compromise systems or recon Active Directory, the solution creates AD decoys both as fake AD controllers and at the endpoints to modify unauthorized AD queries. By inserting deception into areas that attackers target for reconnaissance, the deployment appears as part of the production environment in multiple layers. The ADSecure solution looks out for unauthorized AD queries, alerts on the activity, and alters the response to return fake AD objects that lead to decoys for engagement. The solution disrupts network discovery attempts by detecting and alerting on ping sweeps and port scans. Additionally, it redirects any port scans that touch a closed port on a host to an open port on a decoy, making host fingerprinting difficult and misinforming the attacker as to the actual ports and services accessible on a host. This capability does not interfere with any production services while providing early detection of attacker lateral movement. The solution can natively isolate any inbound or outbound traffic on a host to connect only with the decoy environment. Endpoint deceptions and hidden mapped shares provide easy and highly effective redirection of attacks seeking to harvest credentials or execute a ransomware attack. Additionally, the endpoint defenses can hide local files, folders, removable drives. For remote workers, the ThreatDefend platform protects both the VPN infrastructure and credentials for VPN, cloud PaaS, IaaS, and SaaS. The solution can deploy decoys within the VPN network segment to identify network discovery and AD reconnaissance activities that indicate lateral movement. It seeds fake VPN credentials at remote endpoints that alert on remote theft and reuse and integrates with cloud services to monitor for unauthorized use. With the rapid migration to the cloud, the detection fabric needs to scale seamlessly anywhere the enterprise network sits. The ThreatDefend platform offers extensive support for AWS, Azure, Google, and Oracle cloud environments inclusive of decoys and lures for containers, storage buckets, and other native cloud technologies. The ThreatDefend platform capabilities include support for serverless functions, access keys, reconnaissance, credential harvesting, and verifying the efficacy of security controls, along with CloudWatch/SIEM monitoring for finding attempted use of deception credentials. The ThreatPath solution reduces the attack surface and proactively increases se-
curity by identifying misconfigurations and credential exposures that create attack paths for attackers to use for lateral movement. A topographical visualization and attack path associations provide a straight-forward view of how attacks can reach their target. When paired with the BOTsink server’s threat intelligence and attack time-lapsed replay, defenders achieve unprecedented levels of threat visibility and the information required to build a pre-emptive defense against its adversaries [2].

Active defense and accelerated incident response. In addition to the early detection of attackers inside the network, the ThreatDefend platform’s actionable alerts, automated analysis, and native integrations for incident handling work collectively to dramatically improve a responder’s time-to-remediation. When an attacker engages with a decoy system, credential, application, data, or Active Directory object, the ThreatDefend platform records, and alerts on the activity while simultaneously responding to the attacker. The Informer dashboard consolidates the data and assembles forensics, correlates events, and raises evidence-based alerts on malicious activity. Alerts only occur on confirmed attacker interactions with the decoys or engage within the Endpoint Detection Net, and, unlike other detection methods, does not depend on signatures or behavioral analysis to detect an attack. The attack analysis substantiates alerts the security teams can use to automate the blocking of an attacker, to isolate an infected system, and to hunt for other compromises so that a company can completely eradicate the threat from the network. Minimizing false positives and creating high fidelity alerts save valuable hours for security teams in both investigation and response time. The Informer dashboard presents a comprehensive view of the incident and forensic information gathered during an attack. Forensic reports include identifying infected systems and command and control (C&C) addresses and available as exported IOC, PCAP, and STIX file formats to allow easy information sharing and attack recording. By correlating all relevant information and forensics from an event into a single interface, the Informer dashboard gives analysts and incident response teams a streamlined view of an attack to effectively contain and remediate the incident. This accelerates intelligence-driven response, enhances network visibility, and creates a predictive defense to improve their security posture. The solution enables offensive counterintelligence functions designed to disrupt the attacker’s ability to collect accurate information. It also provides defensive counterintelligence functions as it diverts attacks from production assets, and collective counterintelligence information on attacker TTPs and IOCs, giving insight into attacker objectives. Additionally, DecoyDocs delivers data loss tracking, allowing organizations to track stolen documents inside or outside the network, and the ADSecure solution gives insight into attacker goals based on the high-priority AD objects they are targeting. Organizations can also use the ThreatOps functions of the BOTsink server to automate incident handling and create repeatable incident response playbooks. Organizations can fully customize this threat orchestration function to match their environment and policies so that security teams can make faster and better-informed incident response choices [2].
Conclusions

The future of warfare will be in a digitalized multi-domain environment, which needs new doctrines [24, 35] for the conduct of operations. To ensure the readiness of the capacities needed for this new environment, research in all relevant domain-specific cyber capabilities is needed. Each military domain has its own requirements for cyber as different sensors are used, different procedures and different tactics for automated responses are needed. The Cyber research requirements for the military cyber domain are often underestimated, as the research requirements are twofold. First, the military cyber domain needs to develop its own protection and attack capabilities, which are often not available on the market. Second, the military cyber domain needs to develop protection techniques, sensors and procedures to protect the military cyber infrastructure of all other military domains. Moreover, the military cyber domain needs to be prepared for attacks on the national cyber infrastructure, including infrastructure for civilian use, in case, commercial cyber protection measures are not working. This range of military cyber responsibilities is often underestimated. But the main result of the cyber threat assessment showed clearly, that the existing cyber defense strategies, need improvement to counteract the existing cyber threats [7].

New technologies are expected to increase the speed of conflict dramatically. The military strategy is confronted with the pervasive connectivity of sensors and various sources of information. The internet of the battle things (IoBT) will bring radical changes to the digitalization of the battlefield [34]. Solutions are yet to be tested on how this abundance of information is going to be leveraged, by new technologies like the use of big data (e.g. [19]). This fast transformation will also affect the commander’s decisions and the way information is processed. In this context, the existence of a Global Information Grid (GIG) is evident. It comprises a group of networks to connect ground, maritime, air, space and cyberspace assets, able to communicate in a joint operation. The joint network must ensure a “secure register” to identify whether an asset is trustful or not. One of the main challenges affecting the “internet of the battle things” is that devices can be lost, reverse engineered and brought back to the battlefield by an opponent. To avoid losing our tactical advantage, a “secure register” is needed. Other features - to maintain the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the information handled by military communication and information systems – are interoperable secure sensors connected to the GIG, intelligent devices fed with AI algorithms to identify an exchange of meaningful information, the availability of secure clouds to store information and AI-supported multi-domain operations to achieve tactical and strategic effectiveness. In this realm, quantum computing [36] will be a crucial factor further increasing battlefield complexity. A holistic approach to new scenarios opens the operational environment to non-military aspects highlighting the need to implement information exchange practices with civilian actors. Moreover, apparently unrelated events in other sectors e.g. economy or energy may have consequences for military missions. These features, influence the design of future Command and Control (C2) systems and need to be considered when new processes, regulations and strategies, for military forces are developed to take full advantage of the digitization of military technology [7].
Organizations are applying deception and detection techniques to the global fight for information dominance, where they need an advantage against the adversary. Well-architected deceptive environment can be used in a tactical manner, to aid awareness, identification, and provide the necessary fidelity around alerts and adversarial movements. We can use deception to monitor the awareness of our attacker, and measure or assess the effectiveness and integrity of our response options [3]. Finally, Cyber Deception Platform and Industrial Solution are presented: ThreatDefend® Platform scalable solution for derailing attackers and reducing the attack surface within user networks, data centers, clouds, remote worksites, and specialized attack surfaces. The portfolio defends at the endpoint, Active Directory, and throughout the network with ground-breaking innovations for preventing and misdirecting lateral attack activity. Forensics, automated attack analysis, and third-party native integrations streamline incident response [1]. The novel constructed model of hybrid threats as well as the results of investigation of actions for cybersecurity and cyber defense in conditions of increasing challenge of cyber attacks and the limited capabilities to respond to this threat is presented.

Some future research should be conducted within NCDL (as mentioned in Section 3.4) where researchers, suppliers and customers will be brought together to address problems, explore opportunities and advance capabilities in a space not previously explored, in order to support collective understanding in the space of cyber deception to aid the development of capabilities and strategies as well as in the provision of advice and guidance on cyber deception in proactive defense more broadly [6]. We described the design and performance of industrial model – cyber deception platform and solution for threat detection using deception-based methods, introducing a novel approach to cybersecurity and cyber defense putting it into the context of the Hybrid Threats Model within Hybrid Warfare.

The ways (processes) and means (resources) of cyber deception pre-emptive approach can impair the effects of cyber-attacks through getting information about adversaries’ behavior into an organization and consequently achieving the enhancement of the level of resilience by reducing “unknown unknowns” (unidentified risk: unidentified/uncertain), transferring them to identified risk (identified/uncertain) and “known knowns” (identified knowledge: identified/certain) sequentially.
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